A new film from the award-winning Kinky Kiwi David Blyth

Bound For Pleasure
A Film by David Blyth

Description:
Long before Peter Jackson launched his career with splat-horror films David Blyth had a reputation in
the genre and a huge cult following. His features “Death Warmed Up” and “Angel Mine” brought him
to the attention of Hollywood where he has gone on to direct “Exposure”, “Red Blooded American Girl
I & II”, “Grampire” and “The Call Up”. In addition, he has directed numerous episodes of “Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers” and “White Fang”.
Now that New Zealand is synonymous with “The Lord Of The Rings” don’t think all Kiwi dark
pleasures are confined to the subterranean lair of trolls. Director David Blyth has embarked on his own
quest for the ring…the nipple ring! Blyth trekked through New Zealand’s most notorious dungeons,
meeting and profiling the dominatrixes, slaves, pain sluts and fetishists that comprise the thriving BDSM
(Bondage, Discipline, Sado-Masochism) culture that lurks in New Zealand’s hidden recesses (and
backyard torture chambers).
This alternatively humorous and scary documentary explores the motivations and pet fetishes of a
variety of whip-toting, jack-booted mistresses, together with the painful peccadilloes of their subservient
slaves, human ashtrays, clothespin freaks, naughty nurses and nasty nuns! It’s all on display dressed up
in shiny leather and latex.
Come. Enter the sensual and forbidden world of the Dominatrix in a film that takes you on a journey
beyond the limits of Pain and Ecstasy into the dark fantasy world of Bondage & Discipline. The Queens
of the Dungeon will fulfill all your desires.
Film Festivals:
**Melbourne International Film Festival – Premiere
**Awarded for Artistic Merit San Francisco Golden Gate Documentary Film Festival
73 minutes / Color / 2002 / New Zealand
Available in tv broadcast and adult versions
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